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WOOLHAMPTON GRAVEL PIT

• WATER INFLOWS AND BUFFER ZONE STABILITY

• 1. Back round information

• 1.1 Introduction

• Steetley Construction Materials (SCM) are working gravel from a site near
Woolhampton in Berkshire. The River Kennet traverses the site from west to

• east. Extraction is almost complete on the southern side of the river and will
begin in the near future on the northern side of the river. The Kennet and Avon

• Canal forms the northern boundary of the site.

• Due to a limited sand content the pit is being worked dry as far as
possible in order to maximise sand production. However, dewatering of the

• southern pit has required high and continuous abstraction rates (up to 750000
gph during the initial stages) in order to work the pit dry. Even so, it has

• not been possible or economic to completely dewater the southern pit.

• An unworked zone about 10m wide is being left either side of the river. A
trench was excavated in this zone between the river and the southern pit and

• infilled with overburden material to stop the flow of water into the pit. This
was successful in reducing inflow in the western part of the pit but attempts

• to seal the face adjacent to the river in the eastern part of the pit have been
restricted by a particularly .thick sequence of gravels.

A similar bund is to be installed along the northern side of the river. At

• present it is intended that the southern pit will be left to flood whilst
excavating the northern pit.

In view of the rather unusual conditions of thls particular site, SMC

• commissioned a study of the following aspects of particular concern, which
could affect the costs and safety of the northern pit:

0
- whether the abstraction rates proposed for dewatering the northern pit will

• be sufficient

• - whether the width of unworked zone adjacent to the river is sufficient to
prevent collapse or breeching by the river

This study has been undertaken by the Institute of Hydrology (IH) in

• association with Hydraulics Research Limited (HRL). The method of approach
adopted and the results of the study may also be applicable to sites with

• similar conditions elsewhere.

• 1.2 General Description of the Site

• A description of the site is given in the Geological Report prepared by SCM
in August 1987. The main features of the site relevant to the present study can

• be summarized as follows:

•

•
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- The site covers an area of some 68 ha either side of the river Kennet just

• south west of the village of Woolhampton near Alder maston in Berkshire. The
area has a flat relief ranging from 56 to 59m OD.

410
- The Kennet and Avon Canal (KAC) forms the northern boundary of the site and

• is connected to the Kennet via a sluice gate near the eastern edge of the site.
This canal is not considered to be in hydraulic connection with the gravel

• deposits.

•

- The river Enborne joins the Kennet about one km downstream of the workings.
The mean flow of the Kennet is about 10 cumecs and of the Enbourne about 1.3

• cumecs. Both carry a major baseflow component, although the flow of the
Enbourne is more variable.

•
- Water from the site is transferred from silt lagoons into the Kennet at the

• western end of the southern pit and into a major drainage ditch which runs east
just south of the pit.

•
- The geology of the site was investigated prior to extraction by EM and

411 resitivity surveys and 53 investigation boreholes.

4,  - Alluvial silts with clays and peats underlie the floodplain bordering the
river. These range in thickness from 0.3 to 3.4m.

410
- The valley sand and gravel deposits extend over a valley width of about 2 km.

• The thickness of these deposits, which form the main aquifer, range from about
lm to about 10m. The thickest part of the sequence occurs in the eastern part

• of the site in a north-west/south-east trending buried valley or scour hollow
but the thickness is generally less than 3m over most of the site. Peat and

• silt lenses also occur within the sequence . Sieve analyses have been undertaken
on 33 samples of the gravel deposits from 14 boreholes.

ID
- Both the drift geological map of the area (Sheet 268 ) and the IMAU report for

• the Aldermaston area (Report 24, Sheets SU 56 and SU 66, 1:25000) identify the
sequence underlying the gravel deposits as London Clay, although their

• appearance is more similar to the Reading Beds. Whichever, the underlying
sequence is dominated by clays and silts with a low hydraulic conductivity

• which can be considered as an aquiclude hydraulically separating the gravel
deposits from the deeper Chalk aquifer.

•
- The hydraulic connection between the river and the gravel sequence is likely

• to be better in the western part of the pit where the alluvium ls thin. The
river is relatively shallow but the depth of the river has not been measured.

• It is reported to be about 1m in depth.

•
- Water levels occur mainly at depths of about lm across the site but
relatively limited data are available to prepare ac curate water level contour

111 maps. The area south of the pit, where only thin gravels occur, are unsaturated
and the river stage is similar to the natural water table elevation. The water

• level response to dewatering of the southern pit has not been monitored.

•

•

•
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41
- There is no site specific information on the hydraulic characteristics of the

• alluvium and gravel deposits. Estimates based on grain size data for
heterogeneous sand and gravel deposits are usually rather unreliable. The

• highest transmisslvities will be associated with the buried channel in the
eastern part of the site.

41
Additional details are included in each section of the report.

41
1.3 Method of Approach

41
Staff from  I H  and  HRL  visited the site on the 4 April 1989 for discussions

• with SMC site staff. A general inspection of the site was undertaken
accompanied by a geologist from SMC.

41
Given the limited information available on the hydrogeology of the area, it

• was considered that numerical modelling techniques offered the only practical
means of estimating inflows. A simple model was selected as a sophisticated

40 model would not be justified without detailed investigations.

• The model was used to test various assumptions regarding connection between
the river and the pit and to estimate permeability. It was then used to

411 predict the likely drawdowns in the northern pit for various rates of pumping
and different degrees of sealing of the southern pit.

41
Computing techniques were also applied to examine the influence on pit

• inflows of installing an overburden bund along the river to varying depths and
to examine the safety of the border zone with several slope configurations.

41
This desk study has been undertaken with limited hydraulic and geotechnical

• information. Various general recommendations are made for further data
collection.

41

•

•

•

•

•

•
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• 2_ Pit inflow ;  

• 2.1. Introduct ion

• In th is chapter an estimate of the impact of the proposed
working procedure for the g ravel to the North of the river Kennet

• on groundwater levels is made . This is achieved by utilising a
numerical model of groundwater flow . This model was calibrated by

40 using observations made during working of the gravel to the South
of the river Kennet . The calibration of the mode l is also

• desc ribed in this repo rt .

• 2.2 . Model description

• The numerical model used to carry out the work described in
this report was AQ 10 which was developed by Dr Arno ld Verruijt of

• the University of Delft , Delft , The Netherlands .

• AQ10 simulates two-dimensional horizontal flow in a single
aquifer system . The equations governing this flow are solved

• using the finite element method with quadrilateral elements and
linear basis functions . The numerical solution is found using the

• conjugate gradient method .

• AQ10 can be used to simu late either steady state or
transient groundwater flow . In this study steady state conditions

• were assumed . This assumption was made for two reasons

• 1) lack of data against which to calibrate a transient model .

• 2) follow ing discussions with the Quarry Manager there are
indications that steady state conditions were reached .

•
Since a steady state is only reached when the same

• conditions persist for a long period of time a steady state model
simulation will give greater drawdowns than a transient model

• simulation of the same conditions . Hence if the steady state
assumption is incorrect for the Woolhampton Pit the model will

• overestimate drawdowne .

41

• The grid used by the numerical model is illustrated in
Figure 1.

•
The grid consists of 13 elements in the East-West direction

41 and 10 elements in the North-South direction . In both d irections
the g rid spacing is 100m . The total area covered by the model is

• 1,300 ,000 m 2 . The model grid i 8 based on the Ordnance Survey
grid .
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In the East-West direction the model terminates at the
limits of  gravel  working . In the North-South direction the model

I I extends from the Southern limit of gravel working to North of the
A4 .

•
At the po ints indicated on Figure 1 fixed head boundary

• conditions were imposed . At these locations the gravel is thin (<
lm ), but , it extends far beyond the limits of the model. Under

11 these cond itions the heads at these locations will controlled by
conditions outside the model domain and thus can be treated as40 fixed .

40 No boundary conditions were imposed at the other boundary
nodes ; at these nodes the model is free to adjust both the head

• and the flow .

•
• Since steady state conditions were assumed the only aquifer

property required is the transmissivity . This was calcu lated at.
• each node as the product of saturated thickness and hydraulic

conductiv ity . The saturated thicknesses used are shown in Figure
• 1. The are based on logs from boreho les drilled as part of the

mineral assessment procedure .
40

40
It was assumed that there was no groundwater abstraction or

• recharge other than that from the gravel pits and the river .

• 2 .2 .4 .1 Grave l pits

• Two areas of abstraction were used to represent dewatering
from the gravel pits . These areas , which are shown in Figure 1,

• represent dewatering during working of the gravel to the South
and North of the river Kennet .

•
During model calibration groundwater was abstracted from the

• area to the South of the river only .

• During the predictive simulations water was abstracted from
the area to the North of the river only . The area to the South of

40 the river was assumed to be either open water , leaky or sealed .

• 2.2 .4 .2 River

• The nodes wh ich were used to represent the river are
indicated in Figure 1.

•
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The river is not represented in the NE part of the modelled
area since in this zone it is joined by the cana l and i B40 therefore likely to be sealed and thus not in hydraulic
connection with the aquifer .

In the SW part of the modelled area the alluvial overburden40 is thin ; under these conditions it is likely that the river will
be in good hydrau lic connection with the aquifer .411

Elsewhere the alluv ium in thicker and thus there may or may
not be good connection between the river and the aquifer .

• 2 .3 . Mode l calibration

• Observations by either Steetley or Hydraulics Research gave
the following data against which the model could be calibrated .

a ) at an abstraction rate from the Southern pit of 500 ,000
gallons/hour there was between 5 and 6 m of drawdown at the
Southern pit .

40
b ) at an abstraction rate of 500,000 gallons/hour from the

• Southern pit the re was a drawdown of approx imately 3m 10m to the
North of the river Rennet .

40
c ) when the abstraction rate from the Southern pit was increased

• to 750,000 gallons/hour the drawdown at the Southern pit
increased by 1-2m

d ) when the abstraction rate from the Southern p it was decreased
• to 250,000 gallons/hour the drawdown at the Southern pit was

decreased by 2-3m .

The two unknowns which were varied in order to calibrate the
• model were the hydraulic conductivity and the degree of hydraulic

connection between the river Rennet and the aquifer .

•
• The only information available from wh ich hydraulic

conductivity estimates could be obtained were sediment grad ings
of material collected during the mineral assessment program .
These gradings showed a wide range of sediment sizes and

• subsequently gave a wide range of possible hydraulic conductivity
values .

When groundwater is abstracted from an aquifer system the
maximum drawdown and extent of the resulting cone of depression
depend on the transmissivity and thus the hydraulic conductivity .

• As the hydraulic conductivity increases the maximum drawdown
decreases and the cone of depression extends over a greater

• areal area . This dependence on hydraulic conductivity is
illustrated by Figures 2 and 3 which show the cones of depression

•
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41 resulting from abstraction at a rate of 500 ,000 gallons/hour from

41 the Southern pit with hydrau lic conductivities of 500m/day and
1000m/day respectively . In both cases it is assumed that there is

41 no hydrau lic connection between the river and the aquifer .

41

41 No information exists on the degree of hydraulic connection
between the river Rennet and the aquifer .

41 As the degree of connection between the rive r and the

41 aqu ifer increases the groundwater leve ls, at a given abstraction
rate and a g iven hydraulic conductivity will increase . This is

41 illustrated by Figures 4 and 5 wh ich show ,respectively , the cones
of depression resulting from abstraction at 500 ,000 gallons/hour
from the Southern pit with no and perfect hydraulic connection41 between the river and the aqu ifer . In both cases an hydraulic
conductivity of 750 m/day is assumed .41

A B described in section 2 .4 .2 there is an indication that41 the degree of hydraulic connection between the river and the
aquifer varies along the river . In the SW part of the modelled

41 domain it is almost certainly very good . Figure 6 illustrates the
cone of depression which occurs for an abstraction rate of

41 500 ,000 gallons/hour from the Southern pit with perfect hydraulid
connection along the Western part of the river and no hydraulic41 connection elsewhere . The hydraulic conductivity w ith this
simulation was 750 m/d . Comparison of Figures 4 and 6 shows that

41 good hydraulic connection in the western part of the river only
has lim ited effect on the overall cone of depression .

41

41
A number of numerical experiments were carried out with

41 hydraulic conductivities ranging from 500m/d to 1000m/d and
degrees of hydraulic connection between the river and the aquifer

41 rang ing from none to perfect . All these experiments had an
abstraction rate of 500 ,000 gallons/hour from the Southern pit .

41 These numerical experiments resulted in drawdowns at the

5
Southern pit which ranged from 1.5m to 12.5m .

The best calibration against criteria a ) and b ) given above
41 was achieved with the following conditions ,

41  * hydraulic conductivity 750m/d

41  * perfect connection between the river and aquifer in the SW part
o f the modelled domain .

41
* elsewhere the river is leaky . At each river node the recharge

41 rate is 40% of that which occurred with perfect hydrau lic
connection .

41
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The results of the best model calibration are shown in

•
Figure 7 .

•
2 .3 .3 .1 Pit abstraction rate = 750 ,000 gallons/hour

• In order to see if condition c ) was satisfied by the
calibrated model described above the abstraction rate from the

• Southern pit was increased to 750 ,000 gallons/hour . The leakage
from the river nodes was also increased by 50% . This numerical

I I experiment gave increases in drawdown at the Southern pit of more
than 3m . The groundwater heads calculated in this experiment

I I implied a increase in hydraulic gradient in the vicinity of the
river relative to the model calibrated at an abstraction rate of

I I 500 ,000 gallons/hour . This indicates a greater potential for
leakage from the river . In order to satisfy this potential the

40 recharge from the river was increased further to twice that in
the model calibrated at an abstraction rate of 500 ,000

I I ga llons/hour . The resulting numerical experiment gave good
calibration against calibration criterion c ). The results of this

I I experiment are shown in Figure 8 .

I I 2 .3.3 .2 Pit abstraction rate = 250 ,000 gallons/hour

I I The abstraction rate from the Southern pit was now reduced.
to 250,000 gallons/hour . The leakage from the river was decreased

I I , relative to the 500 ,000 gallons/hour calibrated model , by
proportionally the same amount as it was increased in the final

I I numerical experiment described in section 3 .3 .1; the resulting
proportion was 0 .375 .

The results of this numerica l experiment, which gave good

41 agreement with calibration criterion d ) are shown in Figure 9 .

40 Table 1 gives , for the calibrated model at each of the
abstraction rates , the amount of the abstracted water coming from
direct river recharge . Tab le 1 also sub-divides the river
recharge into that coming from the Western part which is in good
hydraulic connection and the rest of the river which is leaky .

2 .4. Predictive simulations - gravel working to the North of the
river Kennet .

410. Once gravel working to the South of the river Kennet has
been completed it is planned to landscape the edges of the pit
using impermeable clay where the pit is shallow and overburden
where the pit is deep . Th is landscaping will form a partial but
not perfec t seal . To the North of the river Kennet it is planned
to dewater using two submersible pumps with a total capacity of
250,000 gallons/hour . As far as is possible it is hoped to work
the gravel to the North of the river Kennet dry .

•
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41 These planned working procedures were simu lated using the
calibrated numerical model described in section 3 .3.2 . In these

41 simulations there are three possible ways of representing the
Southern pit - unsea led , partially sealed and totally sealed .

41 When the Southern pit was represented  as  partially sealed the
same proportional leakage rate as from the river was assumed .

41
The results of the numerical simulations with abstraction

41 from the Northern pit at a rate of 250 ,000 gallons/hour and the
three different Southern pit sealing conditions are shown in

41 Figure 10 . These results show that even under the best possible
scenario v iz. Southern pit sealed , only between 3 and 4m of

• drawdown are achieved at the Northern pit . At the other extreme a
drawdown of only between 1 and 2m could be achieved if the

• Southern pit were unsealed . The most realistic scenario of a
leaky Southern pit gives a maximum drawdown at the Northern pit

• of between 2 and 3m .

• In order to increase the drawdown at the Northern pit the
pump ing  rate  could be increaaed . Figure 11 and 12 respectively

• illustrate , for the three types of Southern pit sealing , the
cones of depression with abstraction rates at the Northern pit of

• 500 ,000 gallons/hour and 750,000 gallons/hour . For the most
realistic scenario of a partially sealed Southern pit the maximum.

• drawdown at the Northern pit is between 5 and 6m for an
abstraction rate of 500 ,000 gallons/hour and between 6 and 7 m

• for an abstraction rate of 750 ,000 gallons/hour .

41 The quantities of the abstracted water coming from the river
and southern pit for the most realistic scenario of a leaky

• Southern pit with Northern pit abstraction rates of 250 ,000
500 ,000 and 750 ,000 gallons/hour are given in Table 2.

41

• 2 .5 . Conclusions

• Based on the results of the numerical model the following
conclusions can be drawn ,

•
1 . The average hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer under study

• is approx imately 750 m/d .

• 2 . Over most of its length the river Kennet is not in perfect
hydraulic connection with the aquifer. At an abstraction rate of

• 500 ,000 gallons/hour from the Southern pit the best ca libration
is ach ieved with leakage at 40% of that which would occur if

• hydraulic connection were perfect .

• 3 . As the abstraction rate from the Southern pit either increases
or decreases the proportional increase or decrease in river

• leakage must be greater than that of abstraction in order to
achieve calibration .

•

•

•



I I 4 . With the best possible scenario of a sealed Southern pit the
0 maximum drawdown that could be achieved at the Northern pit with

an abstraction rate of 250 ,000 gallons/hour is less than 4m . W ith
0 the worst possible scenario of an unsealed Southern pit the

corresponding maximum drawdown is less than 2m .

I I 5 . Under the most realistic scenario of a partially sealed
0 Southern p it the maximum drawdown which could be achieved at the

Northern pit with an abstraction rate of 250 ,000 gallons/hour is
0 between 2 and 3m . If the abstraction rate from the Northern pit

was increased to 500 ,000 or 750 ,000 gallons/hour the
0 corresponding maximum drawdowns would, respectively , be between 5

and 6m and between 6 and 7m



41 Sources of recharge for southern pit abstraction

41 Southern pit abstraction
River • perfect hydraulic connection in West

41 Leaky elsewhere
K = 750 m/day

40

40
Abstraction Leaky river Other river Total river

41 rate recharge recharge m3  recharge m3
(gallons/hr) m 3 (percentage (Percentage

40 (percentage of total of pit
of total river abstraction )

41 river recharge )
recharge )

40

• 250,000 7266(58) 5298(42 ) 12564(46)

• 500,000 19377(68 ) 9170(32) 28547(52)

• 750,000 38754(78) 10970(22 ) 49724(61)

41

40

41

41

41

41

•

•

TABLE 1
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• TAK E 2  

40 Sources of recharge for Northern pit

• Northern pit abstraction
River - perfect hydraulic connection in west

• leaky elsewhere
Southern pit leaky

• K = 750 m/day

•
Southern Total
pit river and
recharge southern

m3  pit
(percen- recharge
tage of  m3
total (percen-
river and tage of
southern total
pit northern

• recharge ) pit
abstrac-

• tion )

• Abstraction Leaky river Other river
rate recharge m 3 recharge m 3

• (galls/hr) (percentage
of total

(percentage
of total

• river and
southern

river and
southern

• pit
recharge )

pit
recharge )

•

• 250 ,000 3930(28 ) 4801(34) 5438(38 ) 14169 (52)

• 500 ,000 10479(32 ) 7887(24) 14502(44 ) 32868(60)

• 750 ,000 20958(36 ) 8364(14) 29004(50 ) 58326(71)



Model Gr id

x Fixed head boundaries
® Perfect hydraulic connection river nodes

Leaky or perfect hydraulic connection
river nodes
Northern pit abstraction

0 Southern pit abstraction
and E Southern Pit restoration : unsealed,
partially sealed, or sealed
Saturated thickness boundaries

8 Saturated thickness values (m)

Figure  1
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8 . Southern P it . Abstract ion 750000g ph , K= 750m/ d With river
recah rg e but fu ll hyd rau lic connect ion to we st o f p it and
impe rfect connect ion adjacent to p it
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9 . Sou thern P it . Abstract ion 250000g ph , K- 750m/ d With r ive r
recharg e but fu ll hyd rau lic connect ion to w est of p it and
imp er fect connect ion ad jacent to p it



10 . No rthern p it . Ab stract ion 250000gph , K=750m/d W ith river

recha rg e but fu ll hydrau lic connect ion to w est o f p it and

imper fect connect ion adjacent to p it

(a ) Southern P it unsea led

(b ) South ern p it part ially sea le d

(c ) South ern p it sealed
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11 . No rth ern p it . Abstract ion 500000gph , K=750m/d W ith river
recharg e but fu ll hydraulic connect io n to w est o f p it and
imper fect connection adjacent to p it
(a ) Southe rn p it unsea led
(b ) Southe rn p it part ia lly sea led
(c ) Southern p it sea led
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12 . Northern p it . Abstract ion 750000gph , K=750m/d W ith river

recharge but fu ll hyd rau lic connect ion to west o f p it and

imperfe ct connect ion adjacent to p it

(a ) South ern p it sealed
(b ) Southern p it part ially sealed

(c ) Southern p it sea led



• 3 .1 Introduction

• The major objective of placing an overburden bund between
the river Kennet and the gravel workings to the North of the

• river is to reduce pit inflows . In this chapter a flow net model
is used to investigate the effect of different bund

• configurations on the pit inflows .

• 3 .2 Bund configurations investigated

41 Three configurations were investigated ;

0 (a ) no overburden bund ,

• (b ) overburden bund to a depth 4 m above the base of the grave ls,

• (c ) overburden bund to a depth 1 m above the base of the gravels.

41 These configurations are illustrated in Figure 13.

41 For each configuration a linear phreatic surface with a
phreatic level of 12 m at the river and 4 m at the pit was.

• assumed .

0 3 .3 Results for different configurations

41 The results for the different configurations are presented
in Table 3 . These show that the emplacement of an overburden bund

• reduces the pit inflow . The amount of reduction depends on the
depth of the bund ; for a bund to  a  depth of 4 m above the gravel

• base the reduction is 13% whilst for a bund to a depth of 1 m
above the gravel base the reduction is 16% .

41
3 .4 Discussion

41
The placing of an overburden bund between the River Kennet

• and the gravel workings to the North of the river will reduce pit
inflows . This reduction is , however , relatively small and

• depends on the depth of the bund relative to the base of the
gravels .

41
The emplacement of a bund will also affect slope stability ;

• this is discussed in the next chapter.
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41 3 .5 Recommendations for further work

41 Flow into the gravel pit to the North of the River Kennet is
dependent on both hydrau lic grad ient and aquifer properties . In

410 order to carry out the work described in this chapter va lues have
been assumed for each of these parameters ; the conclusions drawn

41 are to some extent dependent on the assumed values . In orde r to
improve estimates of the impact of a overburden bund on pit
inflows field measurements of hydraulic gradient and hydraulic
conductivity are required .

41

41
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0 TABLE 3  

• Pit inflows for diffe rent configurations simulated with flow net
model

41

•
Configuration Pit Inflow Pit inflow

41 (m 2/m/day ) (As percentage of
configuration 1

41 pit inflow )

• 407 100

• .. 355 87

• 3 340 83

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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411 Slope stability analysis

ID
4 .1 Introduction

411
The proposed procedure for excavating gravel from the Woolhampton Pit

40
comprises  a  number of stages . Each of these stages give rise to a

potential slope stability problem . An analysis of the likely slope

ID stabilities has been undertaken based on limited geotechnical

information . Three configurations of excavations were assessed for

slope stability , each wich either two or three assumed phreatic water

level profiles (Fig 14).

The final phase of the excavation in which soil is placed at  a  shallower

angle on the exposed gravel cut was not analysed . It was not reasonable

to estimate so il strength parameters in th is case as the stab ility of

411 the final slope would depend so greatly on the estimated parameters .

4 .2 Soil properties and methodology

40 The overall assumed soil profile was a lOm thick fluvial gravel lying on

411 a firm stratum . Overlying the gravel was 2m of  a  sandy soil. The

phreatic water level was not known , and therefore , different assumed

phreatic water levels were investigated (Fig 14). Each phreatic water

ID level emerged at 4m above the firm stratum . Estimates of the bulk

ID density of the two soils were made ld3Mgm-3 for the sandy overburden

and 1.7Mgm-3 for the fluvial gravel. However , little information was

available on the strength characteristics of the soils . The angle of

repose of the gravel at minimum density , i .e . in  a  spoil heap after

ID being excavated , was estimated to be 35'. Accordingly , a value of 45'

was assumed for the angle of shearing resistance of the in-situ gravel.

An angle of shearing resistance of 30 was assumed for the sandy

overburden .

411
It can immediately be appreciated that the surface of such excavations

will be unstable as the cut slope angle of 45' is equal to the angle of

411 internal shearing resistance .

The slope stab ility analysis was performed using the computer program

110



SLOPE v5 from Geosolve. Bishop 's method with parallel inclined

interslice forces was selected . Circular slip circles were used with a

common tangent at the interface between the gravel and the firm stratum

beneath .

411

• Analyses of the stability of deep circular slips in the excavation were

40
undertaken to determine the factor of safety , i.e . the factor by which

the strength of the soil can be reduced before failure occurs.

40

• 4 .3 Results for configurations

40
The first configuration represents the stable cut which has already

been used in the excavation of the gravel pit to the sou th of the river.

40 It comprises  a  10m deep gravel bed cut at an angle of 45 degrees to

within lm of the firm underlying stratum . The worst case (and somewhat

unrealistic) assumption of a high phreatic water level (W .L.(1) on Fig

• 14) gave a factor of safety (FS) slightly less than un ity . Th is means

• that such a slope would fail. The FS for the low phreatic water level

(3) and the intermediate phreatic water level (2) was a little above

unity , i.e . on the point of failure . These findings indicate that the

41 assumptions  made as  to the soil parameters are to some extent justified

in that the existing configuration of excavation , which is known to be

stable , was predicted to be just stable.
411

The second configuration investigated related to the excavation of the

• trench in the fluvial gravel prior to filling w ith more impermeable

soil. Again, the stability of deep circular slips was studied (Fig 14).

The results indicated that the factor of safety was close to un ity ,

• hence , the slope was on the point of failure . A sensitivity analysis

was conducted by reducing the assumed angles of internal shearing

resistance to 40° for the fluvial gravel and 15 for the sandy

overburden . The effect on the stability  was  to reduce the FS to

• significantly below unity , i.e . to a failure condition .

The third configuration considered (Fig 14) represented the phase when

the trench had been backfilled and the gravel cut at 45' to the firm

stratum . The stability in the bund of gravel was investigated for two

phreatic water level conditions . The effect of the phreatic water level

was minimum w ith the FS just greater than unity for a deep circular
40
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slip. The effect of upwara seepage forces in the gravel just beneath

• the bottom of the trench on the stability of the slope were found not to

ID be significant for the assumed soil profiles and phreatic water levels.

• 4 .4 Discussion

40

ID
The analyses of slope stability has shown that there is a predicted

failure by deep circular slips in the first two configurations. The

factor of safety for these configurations were similar. However , the

• first configuration is a representation of the existing stable

excavation at the gravel pit to the south of the river. Therefore , it

could be argued that as that excavation has been demonstrated as being

411 stable the proposed new excavation (configuration II) would also be

stable. What is not known though, is the closeness of the existing

slopes at the southern site to failure.

ID It must be appreciated that a small general reduction in the shear

• strength of the fluvial gravel would result in a clear failure

condition . In addition, any local variation in the soil properties

could have a serious effect on the stability on that part of the

excavation .

40
As the consequences of failure are catastrophic with the river only 10m

41
from the top of the cut, it is advisable, even with a knowledge of the

soil parameters, that the calculated factor of safety of the

• excavations does not fall below 1.5 at any stage. If the soil

parameters are not determined through field and laboratory teL ia , it
ID ( j t

is advisable to ensure a minimum factor of safety of 2 . As  a il s  is  b.

ID moimm ia
.no—aseans the present case it is considered necessary to investigate the

• stab ility of the slopes in more detail.

ID
Recommendations for future work

• Without undertaking some kind of field investigation , a further desk

ID
analysis of the slope stability would probably result in very

conservative slope angles being advised. It is likely that slope angles

in the region of 25' would be advised.

411
Accordingly , it is recommended that a field investigation with some
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411 laboratory analysis of samples is undertaken . Th is would be followed a

mathematical model prediction of the phreatic water level and further

analysis of the slope stab ility leading to recommendations of the

41 optimum excavation configurations .

The field investigation would comprise excavation of a number of trial

40 pits and slopes along the length of the proposed trench . This would

411 enable a visual inspection of the soil strata and sampling of the soils

41 and to take place . Quick undrained shear box laboratory tests would be

performed on some of the samples . A series of specifica lly designed

field tests on a number of trial slopes would also be conducted to

ID assess the actual stability of slopes . Comparison with slope stability

•
predictions would give an indication of the variab ility in soil

properties and assumed failure mechanisms . The ph reatic water level in

4111 the trial slopes could be estimated from standpipe measurements .

•

•
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5. Conclusions

40 The conclusions from this study can be summarised as follows:

411 1. The River Kennet must be in hydraulic connection with the gravel deposits to

41 produce the drawdowns reported in the southern pit. The degree of connection is
influenced by the thickness of the alluvium and is likely to vary along the

ID river.

41 2. A bund placed adjacent to the river where the gravel is thin (< 3m) has been
shown to reduce inflows to the southern pit. However, it is still possible for

ID flow to move north from the river at the edge of the cone of depression (where
the water table will still be in direct connection with the river) and then

41 swing south beneath the partial bund at the eastern edge of the pit where the
aquifer is thickest and then into the southern pit.

ID 3. It is probably impractical to form a complete seal between the river and
each pit in the area of thickest gravels at the eastern end of the workings.
Consequently, the northern pit will remain in hydraulic connection with the

ID southern pit.

4. When, as currently proposed, the southern pit is flooded whilst working the
northern pit, water will move beneath the bund where the gravel is thickest and

ID into the northern pit. However, the emplacement of a partial bund can reduce
inflows  by  up to 20%.

ID 5. The required drawdowns are unlikely to be achieved if the northern pit is

ID worked in the way proposed. The implications of this are that:

ID (a ) higher pumping rates than those proposed are likely to be needed to
dewater the northern pit: or,

ID (b) an effective seal would have to be placed to the full depth of the

ID gravel sequence along the river and around the eastern and southern edge of the
southern pit: or,

ID (c ) the southern pit will need to retained In a dry condition.

Any of these alternatives will incur additional costs.

6. If the northern pit is worked in the way proposed then the slopes will be

ID close to ,if not  at,  the point of failure. A lower angle of slope, perhaps as
low as 25 degrees, Is indicated. This also has cost implications since this
will reduce the area that can be worked.

Due to the lack of appropriate data, it should be noted that the results
and conclusions from this study have been based on various assumptions. Further

411 work would be required to undertake a more detailed analysis.

•
•
•
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The d e ma nd for long te rm sc ie ntifi c ca p a b ilit ie s conce rning th e
re so urc es of the land and its fre s hwa te rs is r ism g s ha rp ly as the
p ow e r o f roa n to chang e  Ins  e nvironme nt is g row ing , a nd with
it the sca le of his nripa c t. Co mPre he ns ive re se a rc h fac ilitie s

(labo ra tor ie s, he ld s tud ies , c omp ute r mod e lling , ins trume nta tion,
re mo te se ns ing ) a re ne e d e d to p rovid e so lutions to the

c ha lle ng ing p ro b le ms o f the mod e rn wor ld in its conc e rn for
ap p rop r iate a nd s ym p ath e tic manag e me nt o f the fra g ile sys te ms of

the lanci s sur fac e .

'M e Terrestr ia l and Fr eshw ater Sc ien ces Directorate of th e
Na mra l n nv ir on m e nt Re se a rc h Co unc il b rin g s to g e the r a n

e xc e ptiona lly wid e r ang e of ip p rop rinte d isc ip line s (chem istry,
b iology, engine ering, p hys ics, geology g e og rap hy mathe matics

and comp ute r scie nces) cornp rul ing e ne of the wo rld 's la rg e st
lxid ie s of e sta b lishe d e nvironme nta l e xp e r tise A sta ff of 850,

largely graduate and profess ional, from four Institutes a t e leve n
laboratories and fie ld sta tions and two Univers ity units p rovide

the sp e c ia lis e d kno w le d g e a nd e xpe rie nce to m e e t na tiona l and
inte rna tiona l ne e d s in t lu Qe m a jo t w e d s :

b ind Use and Natural Roso nrce s

Environme nta l Qua lity a nd Pullutioli

i 'g ology and Conse rvation
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